TIHOMIR BREGAR
Born in Zagreb, 19 March 1964
PARTICIPATION ON EXHIBITIONS
1991
MUSEUM OF ART AND CRAFTS: ZAGRAF 6, an international exhibition of graphic design and visual communications, Zagreb
1994
MUSEUM-GALLERY CENTER: The 29th ZAGREB SALOON, Zagreb
1995
PERMANENTA GALLERY: COLLECTIVE EXIBITION of the NEW MEMBERS of ULUPUH, Zagreb
1997
ULUPUH GALLERY: EXHIBITION OF THE ULUPUH MEMBERS - SECTION OF GRAPHIC DESIGN AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS, Zagreb
1998
PERMANENTA GALLERY: EXHIBITION OF THE VISITING CARDS OF THE ULUPUH MEMBERS - SECTION OF GRAPHIC DESIGN AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS, Zagreb
PERMANENTA GALLERY: ONE-MAN EXHIBITION OF DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATIONS, Zagreb
CROATIAN FINE ARTISTS CENTER: YOUNG ARTISTS SALOON, Zagreb
1999
ART PAVILLION: ZAGRAF 8, an international exhibition of graphic design and visual communications, Zagreb

1983 Graduated from the School of Applied Art and Design, department of graphic design
1985-1987 Beckground painter in Branko Varadin's group in the first Croatian feature-length cartoons
Fantasy Forest and Magician's Hat, both created by Milan BlaæekoviÊ
and co-produced by the Croatia Film from Zagreb and the Fantasy Forest from New York.
1987- Beckground painter in advertising cartoons realised by Boris Kolar, Borivoj DovnikoviÊ,
Zlatko PavliniÊ and others.
1988 First drawer in the feature In the Searche for the Lost Time by Damjan SljepËeviÊ
produced by the Zagreb Film.
1988 Beckground painter in a series of cartoons Little Flying Bears created by Duπan VukotiÊ
and Neven PetriËiÊ, co-produced by the Zagreb Film and the Cine Group from Canada.
1989 Beckground painter in the following short cartoons produced by the Zagreb Film:
How to Make a Cartoon by Zlatko GrgiÊ and Zlatko PavliniÊ, The Stranded Whale from the series Uncle Luke by Radivoj GrozdanoviÊ.
1988- 1991 Author of a number of various illustrations and design projects,
founding member of an informal design group Pajacco Design together with the collegues Vinko PaπaliÊ and Marko JariÊ.
1988-1996 Cooperation with an illustrator Goran BaπiÊ.

AWARDS: The following awards have been given to the BBDO Agency from Zagreb
for its advertisements featuring Bregar's illustrations:
1995
The TTHIRD ASSEMBLY of CROATIAN ADVERTISING AGENTS, Opatija:
GOLDEN BELL for BADEL 1862 wine advertisments,
SILVER BELL for an ACS Zagreb/ APPLE COMPUTER Inc. advertisement.
SLOBODNA DALMACIJA Journal awarded the MONOLIT medal to the same Apple advertisement.
(During the informal assembly of Apple representatives, the advertisement has been chosen the best european advertisement for the
Apple company.
At the New European International Advertising Festival the GOLDEN DRUM which took place in Portoroæ, Slovenia, the same Apple
advertisement was among short-listed candidates.)

1992 During the Croatian Homeland War he fought in the fronyline, volunteering in the Croatian Army.
He was also the member of the Croatian Artists' Company.
and participant in the creation of the visual identity for the Croatian Air Force in co-operation with Dalibor JelaviÊ.
1998- independant work on illustrations, design and other projects.
(His free time activities included photography and a membership in a video-cinema club in the Student’s Cultural Center.
He knows much about military heraldy, regalia, military uniforms and he is engaged in military modelling.)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
1996 Acknowledgement for promoting culture in the Croatia Air Force.
PRESENT STATUS
Freelance artist, graphic designer and illustrator. Member of the following associations:
HDD - CROATIAN DESIGNER'S SOCIETY
HZSU - CROATIAN UNION of FREE LANCE ARTISTS
ULUPUH - CROATIAN ASSOCIATION of ARTISTS of APPLIED ARTS, Section for Graphic Design and Vsisual Communications

znak: CASTELVENERE design

REFERENCES are provided by the following:
CROATIAN MINISTRY OF DEFENCE/CROATIAN AIR FORCE
CROATIA FILM, Zagreb; film company
ZAGREB FILM, Zagreb; film company
ALGORITAM, Zagreb; publishing house
DURIEUX, Zagreb; publishing house
PLAYBOY CROATIAN EDITION, Zagreb; magazine
BBDO ZAGREB; branch of an American advertising agency:
BADEL 1862, Zagreb; alcoholic beverage company
ACS, Zagreb/APPLE COMPUTER Inc.
McCANN-ERICKSON CROATIA, Zagreb; branch of an American advertising agency:
ZAGREBA»KA PIVOVARA, Zagreb; beer company
MEDIA LOOK, Zagreb; advertising agency
CROATIA, Zagreb; battery and lamp company
MODEA, Gareπnica; clothes company
TUING ZAGREB, Zagreb; construction and equipement company
CROM, Zagreb; trading company
KNOLL AG BASF Pharma, branch of a German pharmaceutical company
ZIP TRGOVINA, Zagreb, tradinig company, representative of German food companies;
SCHWARTAU and WINSENIA
URBI ING, Zagreb; construction company

1996
The FORTH ASSEMBLY of CROATIAN ADVERTISING AGENTS, Opatija
Another GOLDEN BELLl for the series of new ACS Zagreb/ APPLE COMPUTER Inc. advertisements.
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Dealing with design today in Croatia sometimes seems quite a utopian task.
The present-day situation is burdened with many controverses.
The relationship between artists and employers is only partly defined, values are distorted and the circulation of information is interrupted.
Actually, there are many reasons for not dealing with design.
However, an uninformed observer can assume that there are too many people in Croatia working as designers.
Taking into account the size and the limited character of our market, he may be right.
Nevertheless, regardless of how many designers we have, a qualified and good designer is hard to find.
Tihomir Bregar is one of those who participate in the utopian dimension of design.
Since the beginning, his choice has been clearly and logically defined.
His sincere attitude towards his profession is the result of his need to establish his identity.
Therefore, if we take a closer look, the fact is that a designer can also be perceived as his own product.
We will not exaggerate if we say that the relationship towards the objects he creates influences the author himself.
However, the things become more complicated when we have to define all the activities Tihomir Bregar is dealing with.
He is far more than a graphic or set designer (presentation of the Modea Company at the Zagreb Fair).
He gained his first experiences in the well-known, although never thoroughly examined, Zagreb School of Cartoons.
He had the chance to work with many authors such as BlaæekoviÊ, GrgiÊ and VukotiÊ.
Their influence, however, can hardly be recognized in Bregar's illustrations.
It may be surprising but it is a fact that precision and elegance of art deco formed Bregar's esthetics a far more deeply
than the fairy-tale character of cartoons.
It is also demonstrated in a row of illustrations, utterly perfect from the technical point of view,
for various products of the Badel 1862 Company.
They show Bregar in all of his diversity, but also technical perfection in the particulary demanding technique of air-brush.
Not without reason, it is precisely these illustrations that occupy a special, separate place at this exhibition, too.
Another specimen of their expliciteness are illlustrations for book covers of an agile and most successful Croatian publisher,
Algoritam from Zagreb.
These works may make Bregar best-remembered among general public as there hardly is a book -shop-window in Croatia
that has not displayed his design of the cover for the best-selling "Celestine Prophecy" published by Algoritam.
Recent works for Algoritam show guidelines which Bregar is likely to follow in the future too.
These are multi-layer colouristic and extremelly texture rich concepts which precisely reflect the atmosphere of the work they illustrate.
It is most evident in the illustration for the book entitled "The Tenth Insight", some kind of continuation of "Celestine Prophecy".
Geometrized ornaments of American Indian folk art served here as the foundation of surface playfulness,
so rarely seen of the covers of domestic publishers' book.
Another line of Bregar's visual searches is a step toward the three-dimensional, relief illustration,
which is best seen of the cover of pero Zlatar's "Otklju~ani globus".
Exhibiting on this occasion only a smaller, selected part of his production, Tihomir Bregar introduces himself as an author
ready to search for endless experiments, with the traditional as well as the latest graphic techniques.
Because we know it well, a medium is - to a real creator - only a starting point toward an adventure of design.
The adventure in which Tihomir Bregar participates entirely, never sparing his creative forces.
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